OSHC Newsletter
Vacation Care Wrap Up
Summer Vacation Care is over for another
year and it’s the start of a brand new
school term. We had an absolute blast
with the kids these holidays. We
celebrated Christmas, had a Mexican
Fiesta and had visits from some awesome
Australian wildlife. The highlights these
holidays have been the paramedic and
police visits where the kids learnt how to
apply bandages and even turn on the
police siren. The seniors loved their trip to
the Science Centre and the juniors had a
fantastic excursion at Sandgate Lagoon.
If we didn’t see you over vacation care we
hope you had a happy and safe school
holidays. We are looking forward to
seeing all the kids back and welcoming
our new preps for Term 1 2019.

OUR Excursion AND INCURSION Highlights!
Our first excursion to
Lazerzone and Chipmunks saw
the older kids practicing their
teamwork skills as well as their
hand eye coordination.
At the Chipmunks play centre
the prep to year 2s enjoyed
running jumping and climbing
in a safe environment.

The next excursion to Grinstead Park and
Reading Cinemas we saw just how kind and
courteous our kids our. Playing with other
kids at the park as well as using their
manners and giving way in public spaces. We
also all really enjoyed watching How to Train
your Dragon 2 with a few staff members
brought to tears.
The Cat in The Hat and Roma Street
Parklands was a favourite excursion
for many of the prep to year 2s. The
show amazing AND the kids got to
meet all the actors afterwards!
Although it was extremely hot at the
parklands the kids loved exploring and
enjoying some free time.

The senior students
had a wonderful day
exploring the
museum, science
centre and
Southbank. The kids
explored the science
behind light, sound
and the solar system.
In small groups we
then explored
Southbank some
groups visited the
Brisbane sign, the
Ferris wheel and the
huge playground.

Urban Extreme was a fantastic excursion. The
kids were able to use their fine and gross motor
skills to get through the giant ninja course.
Our final excursion of the
holidays was over to Sandgate
Aquatic Centre with the junior
kids. The kids practiced their
swimming skills while building
their confidence in the water.

The Incursions were just as much fun! The kids created fantastic pencil
cases, had loads of fun playing with the games trailer, learnt about Australian
reptiles and met the emergency services! The stand out incursion was
definitely the inflatable obstacle course. It was just what the kids needed on
such a hot day.

Community CORNER
Suttons Italian Holiday
If you’ve seen our community board lately you’ll see
that the Annabella and Jackson Sutton went on a
family holiday to Italy. They went through Rome, up
into the mountains, visited their mothers family in
Rivalta. After that they travelled on to Madrid and
Barcelona. Annabella said that the highlight of her trip
was seeing the ballet studio in Rivalta and seeing
family. Jacksons’ favourite part was seeing the
Barcelona soccer team play. Check out the notice
board for some awesome photos.

